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I want you to fill in the Russian occupation at the end of each sentence. And please say it out loud.

Someone who practices medicine is a....доктор,
Someone who provides solutions to technical problems is an...инженер
Someone who owns a business is a...бизнесмен
I am a doctor.
Я - доктор.
I am an engineer.
Я - инженер.

I'm a businessman.
Я - бизнесмен.

He is a businessman.
Он - бизнесмен.

She is an engineer.
Она - инженер.

I'm a businessman, he's an engineer, she's a doctor.
Я - бизнесмен. Он - инженер. Она - доктор.

What's the Russian word for musician?
музыкант

If you go to school, and you're a male, you're a student,

If you go to school, and you're a female, you're a studentка

Tell someone that you're a musician.
Я - музыкант

She is a student.
Она - студентка

Sergei is a student.
Сергей - студент

Is he a student?
Он - студент?

Is Katya a student?
Катя - студентка?

Is Nikolai a musician?
Николай - музыкант?

Dad is a doctor.
Papa - доктор.

Mom is a musician.
Мама - музыкант.

I'm a student. (if you're a guy)
Я - студент.

I'm a student. (if you're a girl)
Я - студентка.

Dad is a businessman.
Papa - бизнесмен.

Mom is an engineer.
Мама - инженер.